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Presentation Notes
I want to thank the NSTF for the opportunity to share some thoughts on the energy challenges we are facing.



• DoE (SA & USA) 

• IEA (International Energy Agency) 

• World Energy Council (London) 

• Prof. Hartmut Frank (ASPO, Germany) 

• Prof. Daniel Nocera (MIT, USA) 

• Prof. Thomas Mancini (Stanford, USA) 

• Deutsche Bundeswehr, Pentagon, ExxonMobil,  

 Forbes Business Magazine, The Energy of Nations, etc. 

 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the outset I want to point you to the resources I consulted for compiling this presentation.I also now want to make use of the opportunity to state that I am of the opinion that in general the DoE’s IEP is a very good starting point, thoroughly taking into consideration most relevant issues.
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Presentation Notes
My talk is mainly going to address the: …



 
Oil 
 
 
Coal 
 

Gas 
 

 
 
 

 
Nuclear 
Hydro  

Current total 14 TW, 16 TW by 2050 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start off with:  Here you have an indication of global energy demands, separated into the main contributors, all coming to a total of more than 14 TW.The vital Q we need to ask is: how long are these going to last?



• Geothermal 12 TW over land 
    small fraction recoverable 
• Hydro  4.6 TW gross 
   1.6 TW technically feasible 
• Ocean  2 TW gross currents 
• Wind  2-4 TW extractable at 10 m height 
• Biomass  5-7 TW to use all cultivatable land,  

   nothing left for food 
• Nuclear  8 TW (build 1 nuclear power plant  

   every 1 ½ days forever!) 
• Solar  120 000 TW at earth surface 
   800 TW practical 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide, on the other hand, shows what energy resources are potentially available …



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us now look a little bit closer at some of these, starting off with Coal …



KEEP IN MIND THAT: 
1. Nuclear Reactor lifetimes are only 30 to 60 years, 
2. VERY expensive (R1 trillion for 6 reactors), 
3. Accidents, waste, control and human & 

environmental damage might be difficult to manage 
 both during and after reactor life. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uranium is another source of energy which some may be putting too much confidence in.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can we afford this, as opposed to other alternatives?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thorium, on the other hand, is a very promising alternative to uranium …SA has the only Thorium (very rich) mine in the world.  The above company has already progressed far towards developing Th-based reactors, i.e. in cooperation with Scandinavian countries! 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The BIG question, and the most important one is, what is the status of global oil resources, and how is this going to affect SA?



2018:   >R26/L! 
= 100% up in 
              4 years, 
 
while your salary 
will only have 
increased 26%, 
at 6% p/a. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us start by having a look at what happened to fuel prices recently, and what we might expect in future …



Presenter
Presentation Notes
ExxonMobil compiled this chart, clearly indicating past oil discoveries (in blue), as compared to what we may expect in the future (in yellow).  The black line indicates production rate, which is by far exceeding discoveries, mostly drawing from old oil fields from back in the 70’s and 80’s.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Forbes Business Magazine confirms these trends …

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/41/Hubbert_world_2004.png


OIL IS FINITE 
 

PROBLEM is:  
As oil-based fuels 
become   
unaffordable a 
gradual economic 
and social 
collapse becomes 
inevitable 
IF 
science does not 
come up  
with a solution 
very soon! 
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Presentation Notes
… and so does the reputable National Geographic magazine …



2030 1930 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide places the brief OIL era in perspective:  We shouldn’t be fooled!  We are clearly approaching the end of this brief era of inexpensive energy.  OIL IS FINITE! …



? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In view of the former data, I can not see how the future projection included in this IEP chart is realistic, especially the expectation that the price increase of crude oil is going to flatten off at some point.It is a simple matter of supply and demand:  demand is insatiably rising, while supplies are dwindling fast!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is very important to take keen notice of the fact that economic activity (in green) closely parallels energy consumption (in red).



 Not just  1. LIQUID FUEL  as energy,  

        but also … 

Positive statements here, on p.152 - IEP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first aspect that comes to mind, is our total dependence on oil for almost all forms of transport.  But that is not all…



all   2. LEAST EXPENSIVE MATERIALS 

       and … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All our least expensive materials are being manufactured from oil-based products – not just all plastics, but also all the roads we are so conveniently driving on!



3. FOOD 
 
plowing, 
 planting, 
  harvesting, 
   transport to the markets, 
    processing, 
        herbicides & pesticides, 
      and BNB … 
   also all FERTILIZERS are made from oil! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More important even, is the vital role of oil in food production?  In plowing …Thus, if diesel-fuel becomes unaffordable, so will food, with the obvious consequences, not nice to contemplate!



“Energy is now widely recognized as a prerequisite for  
human development”    – IEP, p.57 
 

In the New Scientist Magazine, Jeremy Leggett wrote at the end of 2013 (quoted 
from his book:  The Energy of Nations):  

• “We court disaster with assumptions about oil depletion.  Most of us believe 
the industry mantra that there will be adequate flows of oil for decades to 
come.  Crude oil production peaked in 2005, and  

      oil fields are depleting at more than 6 % p/a,     
               according to the IEA.” 

• We have to nurture clean energy industries and strategies, and accelerate them 
as though mobilising for war! 

• An oil crash is on its way and we should be ready. 
 

 I used to be a creature of the oil and gas industry. As a geologist on the faculty 
at Imperial College London, I was funded by BP, Shell and others, and worked 
on oil and gas in shale deposits, among other things. But I became worried 
about society's overdependency on fossil fuels, and acted on my concerns. 
Jeremy was trained at Oxford, appointed at Imperial College and later became 
a solar energy business owner. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IEP itself did state that …



Bundeswehr predictions agree with leading scientists. 

It includes warnings of “total collapse of markets” that 
will result  in serious political and economic crises. 

The UK government has similarly drafted emergency plans. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And for in case you might think this is all academic talk, let us see what the German military has recently warned about …



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And so does the American Military, the Pentagon …  The author suggest we rather focus on the military instead. …



GERMAN & USA  RESPONSE? 
 
 

By far the biggest renewable  
 

energy programs in the world! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And what do you think is the response of these two countries?!  Between Germany and America they have got …



OUR  RESPONSE 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The big question is:  What are WE, here in SA doing about it?!



 
Electricity peak demand  ca 40 GW 
 
Energy intensity is above average,  
 taking the 10th position internationally! 
 

 - largely result of energy-intensive mining industries 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Imports      –  70% 
             SASOL/PetroSA    –  30% (coal & gas)   

       -  IEP, p.61 
Shale gas not promising - no water, Shell lost $2 billion in US here!)  
 

  
 

 
 

 

ENERGY / % ELECTR. / % 

COAL 67 90 

OIL 20 

NUCLEAR 5 

HYDRO 4.5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So then, let us have a closer look at the South African Energy Status …

http://images.bootkidz.co.uk/south-african-flag.gif


 

Total targeted renewable installed capacity of 
26.3% by 2030 (IEP, p.66) 
 
This is commendable, but too little, too late, 
also in view of many SA power stations shortly 
reaching the end of their life cycles. (IEP, p.76) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As for the Renewable Alternatives, the IEP has stated that total …



1.  Bio-fuels  

Compulsory blending of up to 5% biodiesel by 2015 is commendable.  
(IEP, p.71) 
 
Have to utilize all SA used oils, as biodiesel from new oil and ethanol from 
maize & sugar cane is hardly profitable, and 
to replace all fossil fuels, we shall have to use all the agricultural land in 
the world.  
 

In view of the BD production cost of  
up to R4/L, I now strongly urge  
local development of commercial  
100% pure plant oil tractor and truck  
engines, which do already exist  
elsewhere.  (- slightly preheat oil 
to improve flow properties.) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 1st Renewable Alternative I briefly want to mention, is BD.  Government now proposed compulsory blending …



2. Wind 
>>> Also to note new developments … 
This funnel produces 6 times more energy than other designs. 
 

Victoria Woollaston  
13 February 2014  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concerning Wind I am not going to say much, apart from pointing to this very recent new development, where it is claimed that this funnel design may generate up to 6 times more energy than used to in traditional designs.  Air is compressed …

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Victoria+Woollaston


3.  Solar  
  

IEP rightly stated we’ve got some of the most ideal solar 
irradiation spots in the world,  
i.e. in the NW Cape.  (IEP, p.67) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In solar energy, however, it is VERY obvious, lies the million-year solution!  The IEP rightly stated …



      PV not mentioned, as it 
           is not manufactured locally. 
 

   Four Systems 
a.  Troughs, 14% efficient 
b.  Molten Salt Power Towers, 19% 
c.  Steam Power Towers, 10% 
d.  Dish Sun Catchers, 22% 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are presently different ways of harvesting sunlight.  I am not going to discuss PV’s here, as PV cells have to imported, while, on the contrary, CSP plants may be manufactured in its entirety locally, here in SA, aiding in much needed job-creation… 



   THE FOLLOWING PROPOSED SOLAR PLANT: 
 

* 25 x 25 km area, 50 % covered, 14% efficiency, 
1 kW/m2 solar radiation: 

 
 

1 kW x (25 x 25)km x 50% x 14%   = 43.75 GW!  
 

which equals the total electricity capacity in SA! 

 

 * compare to Germany at present:    3 x 5 km2 :  8 GW 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us consider the hypothetical case where a square block of only 25 by 25 km (see next slide), of which only 50% is covered by solar trough reflectors, at 14% efficiency, and at 1 kW/m2 solar radiation:  Guess the amount of electricity we might generate from that?  43.75 GW power!



20 x 20 = 
 400 km2 

(25 x 25)km: 

to Upington 



 
 
 
 
 
 
“Storage remains one of the most important 

challenges to the widespread use of 
renewable energy …”      - IEP, p.72 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problem, however, is storage, as the IEP rightfully stated: …After all, much energy is required after sunset every day!



 

Pumped water  0.001 MJ/kg 
Capacitors   0.02   MJ/kg (best) 
Compress air  0.5     MJ/kg 
Batteries   0.6     MJ/kg (Best: Li-ion) 
Chemical bonds  5.6     MJ/L  -  H2 (700 bar) 
    38      MJ/L  - HC fuels       
  

 
1. Transportable energy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So then, let us look at the available Storage options: …



Daniel Nocera, director of 
MIT's Solar Revolutions 
Project: “There will never 
be a big market for solar 
until there is a way to store 
that energy for later use -
either by putting it back 
into the grid, moving the 
energy to a battery, or 
converting it into a 
chemical fuel.” 

Photocatalytic  Splitting of  H2O: 
 
2H2O + sun light & cat. → 2H2 + O2  
 
recombination to 
   generate electricity  
 
This is expensive,  but  
a new Co catalyst  
could slash costs!  
 
 

H2 FUEL? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In view of the latter, Prof. Daniel Nocera from MIT seems to be making huge breakthroughs, however, he urged caution during a lengthy discussion I had with him …



Daniel Nocera: 
Require only: 
1/2 an olympic pool per sec., 
fixed by solar energy,  
to supply in the entire global energy needs! 
 
H2O → H2 + ½ O2  
E= 237 kJ/mol 
 

             

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
He stated that we: “Require only …



Energy Density of Liquid Fuels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, there are some problems related to the use of pure Hydrogen, apart from its explosive nature …  Its energy density is much lower than that of HC liquid fuels.  Also ethanol is almost 33% lower in energy density, which means you can drive only 2/3rds the distance on a tank of ethanol, and only 1/20th the distance on a tank of highly pressurized H2 fuel.



CO - basis of the Sasol fuel process: 
 
 
 
 
Photocatalytic  splitting  of  CO2: 
 

Solar energy drive chemical reactions 
 that split CO2 to get CO and O2  

-  National Labs, New Mexico 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As opposed to using pure Hydrogen, we here in SA are very familiar with the FT-reaction - extensively used by SASOL.  In this process CO is the critical reagent, as generated from coal or gas.  As chemical scientists, OUR CHALLENGE however is to find a suitable catalyst to photo-catalytically split CO2 into CO and O2 …



 

Pumped water  0.001 MJ/kg 
Capacitors   0.02   MJ/kg (best) 
Compress air  0.5     MJ/kg 
Batteries   0.6     MJ/kg (Best: Li-ion) 
Chemical bonds  5.6     MJ/L  -  H2 (700 bar) 
    38      MJ/L  - HC fuels       
  

 
1. Transportable energy 

2. Fixed point 

500 x more, per kg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This said about transportable fuels.  Let us now look at Energy stored at a fixed point …



 
Problems: 
   evaporation losses 
   conversion losses 
   capital costs 
   geography 
 
Requires: 
   a very large 
   body of water, 
   or a large ∆h 
 
E.g. 1000 kg (1 m3) 
at 100 m height has a 
potential energy of 
ca 0.272 kWh 

PUMPED STORAGE 
ca 70 - 85% electrical energy 
regained.  
 
Best to drive pumps directly by 
wind or solar 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are all familiar with Pumped storage, and with its own typical challenges of …



CAES:  Solar power to drive pumps,  
 compressing air underground;   
  in porous layers, cavities and worked mines 
  – huge potential in SA! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At night the air is released to spin turbines. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The alternative I now strongly want SA to research and develop, is CAES systems!  We sit with huge underground mining cavities that may potentially be used for energy storage in the form of pressurized air.



https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/compressed-air-energy-storage-part-2 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you see a typical illustration of how such a system may operate …

https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/compressed-air-energy-storage-part-2


  

IEP, p.79:  “SA’s resource capability – both 
financial and human – is insignificant in 
comparison with the rest of the world.   
This is a major constraint to the country’s 
ability to develop the new technologies 
required to pioneer innovation in the sector.” 

THIS IS INCORRECT, 
 
           LET’S 
           TALK … 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I come to my Conclusion, may we just quickly look at this statement in the IEP, which I definitely do not agree with: …



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Conclusion I would like to propose the following 7-Point Action Plan:



1. Invest massively in trough CSP (local, robust, lasting, simple). 

2. Immediately initialize research & development into massive 
 compressed air energy storage. 

3. Extensively electrify transport a.s.a.p. - removing trucks, 
 buses & taxi’s from the roads, thereby saving fossil fuels 
 for future fertilizer & materials manufacturing. 

4. Immediately develop local plant-oil engines, especially for 
 tractors & trucks – to be vital during a sudden oil crisis. 

5. Initiate active research & development together with the local 
 Steenkampskraal Thorium company and nuclear physicists 
 towards lasting & safe Thorium-based energy.   

6. Actively sponsor development of photo-catalytic splitting of 
 CO2 and H2O towards transportable energy. 

7. Stay keenly informed about all emerging energy            
 technologies & improvements, be adaptive. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BNB
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